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s the penultifirst of three Airborne
mate year of
Warning and Control
the first decade
System (AWACS) into
of the ‘New Milthe IAF on May 28. A
lennium’ draws
vigilant eye and ear in
to a close, we at
the sky, the IAF AWACS
SP’s Aviation have chosen to
has been going through
go into a rewind and recapextensive operational
ture the major happenings of
paces and was showthe eventful 2009 in a ‘Yearcased to the public for
End Special’ for our esteemed
the first time at the Air
readers. To maintain continuForce Day ‘Fly Past’, on
ity, it is always helpful to take
October 8 at Air Force
a backward glance, reflect,
Station, Hindan.
consolidate and then step into
Earlier, on April 1,
the future. India Inc weathPresident Pratibha Deered the global storm leading
visingh Patil formally
to economic meltdown and
inducted the specially
SCORING A FIRST: SP’S WAS THE FIRST ON BOARD
PHENOM 100’S DEBUT FLIGHT IN INDIA ON NOVEMBER
remained steadfast in conconfigured Boeing Busi6 DURING EMBRAER’S DEMO ASIA PACIFIC TOUR.
tinuing to write its economic
ness Jet into the IAF’s
ACCOMPANYING THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF WAS JOSE
growth story. Keeping pace
Communication SquadEDUARDO COSTAS, VP SALES AND MARKETING,
EXECUTIVE JETS, EMBRAER.
with its growing regional and
ron before boarding the
global responsibilities, the
aircraft on its maiden
country has also launched itself on the path of meaning- VVIP flight. Literally armed to the teeth with electronic senful modernisation of its armed forces and military and sors and passive/active counter-measures, the aircraft not
civil aviation sectors. Not surprisingly, in spite of a world- only provides a comfortable office in the sky, but also a safe
wide economic downturn, a whopping 303 companies aerial platform for the use of the national leadership.
from abroad along with 289 from India converged at Air
Patil wrote another chapter in the IAF’s history on NoForce Station, Yelhanka, Bangaluru in mid-February for vember 25, when she became the first woman President in
Aero India 2009, eyeing a chunk of the $30 billion (Rs the world to fly a combat fighter jet. Clad in a ‘g-suit’, the
1,50,000 crore) pie on offer from the Indian government President presented a picture of poise as she climbed into
in the short term alone, in return for military aircraft and the rear cockpit of a Su-30 MKI at the IAF’s Lohegaon airother defence and civil aviation related equipment. It is base near Pune. After the 30-minute sortie she enthused,
little wonder that the biennial event continues to grow “There was no apprehension, but there was excitement...
from strength to strength with each showing.
I was, right from the beginning, very confident”.
On the Indian Air Force (IAF) front too, continuity reThe aforesaid is just the proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg’.
mained the ‘mantra’ when on May 31 Vayu Bhawan in The Special Issue carries excerpts of many major articles
Delhi witnessed the smooth transition of power with Chief and narratives of important events which studded the preof the Air Staff (CAS), Air Chief Marshal F.H. Major handing vious eleven ‘2009’ issues of SP’s Aviation. These and a
over the baton to his successor and Vice Chief of Air Staff sprawling photo gallery are bound to provide a matchless
Air Marshal P.V. Naik. The momentous occasion came soon recipe for a nostalgic delight. Enjoy.
after yet another commemorative event: induction of the
Season’s Greetings and a ‘Very Happy New Year’.
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The year-end special issue
studded with excerpts of
important writeups of
the previous issues and a
sprawling photo gallery
are there to provide a
matchless recipe for
nostalgic delight

Jayant Baranwal

Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
Year-end Issue
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IN SHORT

Year-End Special

WE DO NOT ENCOURAGE CONFLICT, BUT SHOULD IT BE THRUST UPON US, I
AM CONFIDENT THAT OUR ARMED FORCES WILL TAKE ACTION VALIANTLY AND
BRING GLORY TO THE NATION, AS THEY HAVE ALWAYS DONE IN THE PAST.
—PRATIBHA DEVISINGH PATIL, PRESIDENT

WE LOOK UPON OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNITED STATES IN THE WIDER
PROSPECT. INDIA IS A COUNTRY OF GREAT POTENTIAL, AND ALSO IN THE
SAME WAY WE FEEL THAT OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH THE UNITED STATES
DOES NOT HAVE TO BE A HYPHENATED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIA AND
PAKISTAN.
—DR MANMOHAN SINGH, PRIME MINISTER

OBVIOUSLY, THERE ARE HISTORIC CONFLICTS BETWEEN INDIA AND PAKISTAN.
IT IS NOT THE PLACE OF THE UNITED STATES TO TRY TO, FROM THE OUTSIDE,
RESOLVE ALL THOSE CONFLICTS. WE WANT TO BE ENCOURAGING OF WAYS
IN WHICH BOTH INDIA AND PAKISTAN CAN FEEL SECURE.
—BARACK OBAMA, US PRESIDENT

THIS IS NOT A CRICKET MATCH THAT GIVES A BALL-BY-BALL DESCRIPTION...
ONCE THE INVESTIGATING AGENCY COMPLETES INVESTIGATIONS, WE WILL
SHARE WHATEVER HAS TO BE SHARED.
—P. CHIDAMBARAM, MINISTER FOR HOME AFFAIRS

THE SECURITY SCENARIO AROUND INDIA IS GETTING MORE AND MORE
CHALLENGING. DEVELOPMENTS AROUND US ARE CAUSE FOR CONCERN.
SO ETERNAL VIGILANCE IS MUST FOR US.
—A.K. ANTONY, MINISTER OF DEFENCE

Year-end Issue
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Year-End Special

INDIA’S PER CAPITA NUMBER OF TRIPS IS 0.02, COMPARED TO 0.1
FOR EVEN THE MOST POPULATED CHINA AND 2.2 TRIPS FOR THE US...
INDIA’S POPULATION IN MILLION PER AIRCRAFT—AN INTERESTING PIECE
OF STATISTICS—IS 2.89.... THIS SHOWS HUGE POTENTIAL TO INCREASE
AIRCRAFT PENETRATION THE COUNTRY, EVEN WHEN COMPARED TO OTHER
ASIAN COUNTRIES.
—PRAFUL PATEL, MINISTER FOR CIVIL AVIATION

0

INDIA’S MORAL STATURE AND ITS LONG TRADITION OF LEADERSHIP AMONG
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES MEANS THAT IT IS PARTICULARLY WELL SUITED
TO TAKE ON THE CHALLENGES THAT MULTINATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FACE.
—HILARY CLINTON, US SECRETARY FOR STATE

COORDINATION BETWEEN INDUSTRY AND AIR FORCE HAS BEEN LACKING,
AND MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS MUST BE APPRISED ABOUT USER
SUCCESS-ABILITY. INDIA IS IN A PECULIAR POSITION, AS THE FORCES
SURROUNDING US ARE BUILDING AGAINST US, AND COMBINATION OF THESE
FORCES SHOWS A BIGGER PROBLEM. THUS, PEACE CAN BE ACHIEVED BY
BUILDING DEFENCE AND ENSURING SECURITY FOR THE PEOPLE.
—ARJAN SINGH, MARSHAL OF THE INDIAN AIR FORCE

0

I WOULD LIKE TO SHARE ONE THING—WE DO NOT HAVE A SMALL FORCE
(INDIAN AIR FORCE). WE ARE ON THE LOW SIDE OF THE SINE CURVE AND WE
ARE ONLY GOING TO GO UP... THE STRENGTH (OF THE FIGHTER SQUADRONS)
HAS TO INCREASE. BY 2014, IT WILL START INCREASING. BY 2022, WE
EXPECT TO HAVE THE REQUISITE NUMBERS.
—AIR CHIEF MARSHAL P.V. NAIK, CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF

THE INTERNAL POLITICS OVER THE YEARS IS SUCH THAT WHATEVER
DEFENCE REQUIREMENTS ARE CLEARED BY THE GOVERNMENT, THEY ARE
OPPOSED BY THE OPPOSITION PARTIES AND THE SAME HAPPENS WHEN
ROLES CHANGE AND THE OPPOSITION SITS IN GOVERNMENT.
—AIR VICE MARSHAL P.K. BARBORA, VICE CHIEF OF AIR STAFF

2

INDIA HAS SEVERAL ADVANTAGES, SUCH AS TALENT AVAILABILITY,
MANPOWER COST COMPETITIVENESS, LIBERALISED CIVIL AVIATION AND
DEFENCE POLICIES... INDIA IS POISED TO BECOME A KEY OUTSOURCING
HUB FOR GLOBAL AEROSPACE AND MISSILE COMPANIES AS IT HAS CHEAP
AND SKILLED ENGINEERS ON OFFER.
—AIR CHIEF MARSHAL (RETD) SIR GLENN TORPY,
FORMER CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF, RAF
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GROWTH IN SYNERGIES BETWEEN THE ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE IS DERIVED
FROM COMMON ACQUISITIONS... HOWEVER, AIR FORCES STILL REQUIRE TO
KEEP A CERTAIN LEVEL OF CAPACITY AND CAPABILITY ‘IN HOUSE’ DUE TO
THE NEED OF CRITICAL OPERATIONS OR PLATFORMS DEPLOYMENTS.
—GENERAL (RETD) GERHARD W. BACK, SENIOR ADVISOR TO GERMAN
MOD & FORMER CHIEF OF GERMAN AIR FORCE

I WONDER HOW MANY OF THESE APPLICANTS ARE TRULY SERIOUS. THE COO’S
ROLE IS ONE OF THE HARDEST JOBS AT AN AIRLINE BECAUSE THIS PERSON
HAS TO MAINTAIN A RELIABLE, SAFE OPERATION WHILE ALSO ‘SERVING’ THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE COMMERCIAL SIDE OF THE BUSINESS.
—ARVIND JADHAV, CHAIRMAN AND MANAGING DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL AVIATION COMPANY OF INDIA LIMITED

I KNOW THAT SOME ARE APPREHENSIVE ABOUT THE RELIABILITY OF THE
US AS A SUPPLIER OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT TO INDIA. BUT I CAN TELL
YOU THAT OUR RELATIONSHIP IS FAR DIFFERENT THAN IT WAS EVEN A FEW
YEARS BACK.
—TIMOTHY J. ROEMER, US AMBASSADOR TO INDIA

SUPPORT SHOULD BE EXTENDED TO THOSE BUSINESSES WITH THE GOOD
JUDGEMENT AND COURAGE TO USE BUSINESS AVIATION TO... FORGE A PATH
TOWARD AN ECONOMIC UPTURN.
—JACK PELTON, CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT AND CEO, CESSNA

AT THE MOMENT, AVIATION IS TREATED AS A SERVICE INDUSTRY. IF THE
INDUSTRY IS GIVEN INFRASTRUCTURE STATUS, IT WOULD BECOME EASIER
FOR US TO DEAL WITH THE RESERVE BANK OF INDIA AND COMMERCIAL
BANKS. IT WILL ALSO MAKE AN ENORMOUS DIFFERENCE IN CREDIT RATING.
—DR VIJAY MALLYA, CHAIRMAN, KINGFISHER AIRLINES LIMITED

SOME INDUSTRIES HAVE SUFFERED BUT WE HAVE CONTINUED TO SEE
GROWTH HERE IN THE AVIATION BUSINESS... OUR AIRLINES ARE GOING
AHEAD WITH OUR INVESTMENTS. WE ARE NOT CANCELLING. WE ARE
LEADERS, NOT FOLLOWERS, AND WE HAVE PROVED BEFORE THAT WE ARE
PREPARED TO TAKE RISKS WHEN OTHERS ARE SHELTERING.
—HH SHEIKH AHMED BIN SAEED AL MAKTOUM,
CHAIRMAN, EMIRATES AIRLINE
Year-end Issue
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WE APPLAUD THE SIGNING OF THE EUMA (END USER MONITORING AGREEMENT).
THIS SIGNALS AN ERA OF INCREASED DEFENCE COOPERATION BETWEEN THE
US AND INDIA AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO SUPPORTING THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE INDIAN ARMED FORCES IN PARTNERSHIP WITH INDIAN INDUSTRY.
—RICHARD KIRKLAND, PRESIDENT SOUTH ASIA,
LOCKHEED MARTIN GLOBAL

0

WE BELIEVE THERE ARE GREAT OPPORTUNITIES IN PARTNERING WITH INDIAN
PRIVATE COMPANIES, SURGING INTO THE DEFENCE MARKET, OFFERING
DEFENCE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.
—DR VIVEK LALL, VICE PRESIDENT AND COUNTRY HEAD, BOEING
INTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEMS, INDIA

OUR INTERNAL ANALYSIS SHOWED THAT WHILE EVERYONE WAS EAGER FOR
A PIECE OF THE DOMESTIC PIE IN INDIA, NO ONE WAS MAKING MARGINS TO
SUSTAIN THEIR OPERATIONS. FROM A PURE BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE, WHAT’S
MORE IMPORTANT: LOSING MONEY WITH HIGH MARKET SHARE, OR MAKING A
PROFIT? WHAT GOOD IS MARKET SHARE IF YOU CAN’T COVER YOUR COSTS?
—ALEXANDRE GLOCK, MANAGING DIRECTOR, EMBRAER ASIA PACIFIC

0

INDIA WOULD BE THE FIRST COUNTRY IN ASIA TO RECEIVE THE PHENOMS.
CHINA AND INDIA ARE THE MAIN MARKETS. I BELIEVE AT LEAST 20 TO 30
PER CENT OF THE DELIVERIES IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS WOULD BE IN INDIA.
—JOSÉ EDUARDO COSTAS, VICE PRESIDENT, MARKETING AND
SALES, ASIA PACIFIC–EXECUTIVE JETS, EMBRAER

2

AGREEMENT ON END USER MONITORING, BESIDES OPENING THE DOOR TO
INCREASED DEFENCE TRADE AND SECURITY COOPERATION, INDICATES A
HIGH LEVEL OF TRUST AND COOPERATION BETWEEN US AND INDIA.
—RON SOMERS, PRESIDENT, US-INDIA BUSINESS COUNCIL
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MILITARY
COPE INDIA 2009

Year-End
Year-End Special
Special

DAWN OF A NEW ERA: A CLOSE-UP
OF THE PROPELLER OF A C-130J OF
THE US AIR FORCE AT THE FIVE-DAY
INDO-US TRANSPORT EXERCISE THAT
COMMENCED ON OCTOBER 19. THE
INDIAN AIR FORCE HAS DECIDED TO
ACQUIRE A FEW C-130JS FOR SPECIAL
OPERATIONS; (BELOW) A GARUDA
SPECIAL FORCE PARATROOPER
FRAMED AGAINST THE HORIZON
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MASTER FORMATION:
ALENIA AERMACCHI’S
M-346 “MASTER”
ON ITS FIRST THREEAIRCRAFT FORMATION
FLIGHT ON MAY 14

Year-end Issue
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PARIS AIR SHOW 2009

SHOW REPORT
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STAR POWER: RAFALE
B TAKES PART IN A
DEMONSTRATION AT THE LE
BOURGET EXHIBITION CENTRE
WHERE THE EVENT MARKED
ITS CENTENARY YEAR FROM
JUNE 15 TO 21
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DIPLOMACY
MANMOHAN’S US VISIT

Year-End Special

BASTILLE DAY CELEBRATIONS

A DIFFERENT TUNE: INDIAN
PRIME MINISTER DR MANMOHAN
SINGH AND US PRESIDENT
BARACK OBAMA ADDRESS A
JOINT PRESS CONFERENCE
IN THE WHITE HOUSE ON
NOVEMBER 24

CLINTON IN DELHI

POSE EASY: US SECRETARY
OF STATE HILLARY CLINTON
MEETS PRIME MINISTER DR
MANMOHAN SINGH IN DELHI
ON JULY 20

FRENCH EQUATION:
PRESIDENT OF FRANCE
NICOLAS SARKOZY
RECEIVES INDIAN PRIME
MINISTER DR MANMOHAN
SINGH FOR A WORKING
LUNCH AT HOTEL MARIGNY
IN PARIS ON JULY 14
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INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

SEEN & HEARD

Year-End Special

PASS THE BATON: THE OUT-GOING AND
INCOMING CHIEFS OF THE INDIAN AIR FORCE
POSE FOR THE SHUTTERBUGS FOLLOWING
TRANSITION OF POWER ON MAY 31

A FRESH CHAPTER: ASHOK
NAYAK TOOK OVER AS THE
CHAIRMAN OF HINDUSTAN
AERONAUTICS LIMITED
FROM APRIL 1

CANDID BYTES

HAL’S NEW CHIEF

OFFICIAL INTEREST:
JAMMU AND KASHMIR CHIEF MINISTER
OMAR ABDULLAH SPOKE AT THE
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON ENERGISING INDIAN AEROSPACE
INDUSTRY ON NOVEMBER 20

CHANGE OF GUARD

AT THE HELM: AIR
CHIEF MARSHAL P.V.
NAIK AT HIS FIRST
MEDIA CONFERENCE AS
CHIEF OF THE INDIAN
AIR FORCE

SPEAKING HIS MIND: VICE
CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF
AIR MARSHAL P.K. BARBORA
COURTED CONTROVERSY
WITH HIS PLAIN SPEAK

Year-end Issue
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PHENOM 100’S DELHI DEBUT

BUSINESS AVIATION

’09

Year-End Special

PHENOMENAL: PHENOM 100,
WIDELY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE
MOST COMFORTABLE BUSINESS
JET IN THE ENTRY LEVEL
CATEGORY, FLEW ITS DEBUT
FLIGHT IN DELHI WITH ITS FIRST
PASSENGER SP’S AVIATION
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF JAYANT
BARANWAL ON NOVEMBER 5;
(BELOW) THE AIRCRAFT’S
INTERIORS
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AIR FORCE DAY

IN THE SPOTLIGHT: ON FEBRUARY 12,
ABHINAV BINDRA FLEW IN THE F-16IN,
MARKING ONE OF THE MOST CELEBRATED
MOMENTS OF THE EVENT HELD AT
AIR FORCE STATION YELAHANKA IN
BENGALURU FROM FEBRUARY 11 TO 15

TRICOLOUR TRIUMPHS:
AKASH GANGA FORMS
THE TRICOLOUR DURING
AN AERIAL DISPLAY ON
OCTOBER 8

Year-end Issue
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NEW GULFSTREAM G250

BUSINESS AVIATION
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Year-End Special

EBACE 2009

YET ANOTHER LUXURY RIDE:
ON DECEMBER 11,
THE LATEST LARGE-CABIN,
MID-RANGE BUSINESS JET
FROM GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE
TOOK TO THE SKIES FOR THE
FIRST TIME

SURPASSING ITS OWN
MILESTONES: DASSAULT
UNVEILED THE NEW CLASSIC
INTERIORS OF THE FALCON 7X
AT THE EVENT HELD IN GENEVA
FROM MAY 12 TO 14
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BOEING’S NEW BABY

FIRST OFF THE BLOCK: ON NOVEMBER
16, THE FIRST PRODUCTION CITATION
CJ4 ROLLED OFF THE ASSEMBLY LINE
AT CESSNA’S PRIMARY DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES IN WICHITA, US

A DREAM TAKES
WINGS: THE BOEING 787
DREAMLINER FLEW
FOR THE FIRST TIME
ON DECEMBER 15
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FORCE MULTIPLIER

SUPER DYNAMICS:
LOCKHEED MARTIN IS
BULLISH FOR F-16IN SUPER
VIPER WHICH IS ONE OF THE
SIX CONTENDERS IN THE
RACE FOR INDIA’S MULTIBILLION DOLLAR FIGHTER
AIRCRAFT DEAL

IAF’S EYE IN THE SKY:
INDUCTED INTO THE FORCE
ON MAY 28, THE AWACS IS
A KEY ACQUISITION
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PARIS AIR SHOW 2009

HUNTING IN PAIRS: AN IAF AND
RAF JAGUAR NEGOTIATE THE ROCKY
RAVINES NEAR SALALAH DURING
EXERCISE EASTERN BRIDGE HELD AT
OMAN FROM OCTOBER 22 TO 29

SHOWSTOPPER: BOEING
DAILY CONDUCTED A FLYING
DEMONSTRATION OF THE F/A-18F
SUPER HORNET AT THE LE BOURGET
EVENT HELD FROM JUNE 15 TO 21
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SCRIPTING HISTORY: CLAD IN A G-SUIT,
PRESIDENT PRATIBHA DEVISINGH PATIL WAVES
TO THE CROWD (ABOVE) BEFORE BOARDING AN
SU-30MKI (LEFT) TO UNDERTAKE A 30-MINUTE
SORTIE AT AN ALTITUDE OF 10,000 FT AND A
SPEED OF AROUND 800 KMPH ON NOVEMBER
25. THE SU-30MKI TOOK OFF AROUND 10.55 AM
FROM THE LOHEGAON AIR FORCE BASE IN PUNE
WITH THE 74-YEAR-OLD SUPREME COMMANDER
OF THE INDIAN ARMED FORCES ON BOARD.
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NYOMA
LANDING

IAF ONE TAKES OFF:
ON APRIL 1, PRESIDENT
PRATIBHA DEVISINGH PATIL
INDUCTED THE INDIAN AIR
FORCE’S NEWLY-ACQUIRED
BOEING BUSINESS JET

LOOKING TO LADAKH: AIR MARSHAL N.A.K. BROWNE, AIR OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-CHIEF, WESTERN
AIR COMMAND, AND LIEUTENANT GENERAL P.C. BHARADWAJ, GENERAL OFFICER COMMANDING-IN-CHIEF, NORTHERN COMMAND ALONGWITH
AIRCREW AT NYOMA WITH THE AN-32—THE FIRST FIXED WING AIRCRAFT TO LAND AT NYOMA, LOCATED 23 KM FROM THE LAC
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Mission

Among the many accomplishments of Chandrayaan-I, its
biggest discovery perhaps was to ﬁnd hydroxyl and water
molecules on the lunar surface

C
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handrayaan-I may have had an early demise but in terms of achievements, it scored
on many fronts. Enthusing about the Indian
Space Research Organisation’s (ISRO) unparalleled success in the Rajya Sabha on December 3, the
Minister of State for Science & Technology and Earth
Sciences, Prithviraj Chavan stated that the success of
Chandrayaan-I has been mainly in terms of: “Building
the spacecraft with multiple sensor system; launching
the spacecraft with India’s own Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle (PSLV) and precisely inserting the same into the
lunar orbit in the first attempt itself; imaging up to 95
per cent of the lunar surface at high resolution; broad
assessment of the mineralogical composition of certain
parts of the lunar surface; finding hydroxyl and water
molecules on the lunar surface; dropping the insignia
of the Indian Tricolour on the lunar surface; and, establishing the Indian Deep Space Network and Indian
Space Science Data Centre.”
No mean achievements indeed. But what really
surprised the world space community was the unbelievable low cost of the Indian programme. “Most of
the missions have been expensive, between $1 billion
and $2 billion (Rs 4,660 crore and Rs 9,320 crore).
India can be proud as Chandrayaan-I was around
$100 million (Rs 465 crore) mission. We started the
Indian mission by inviting queries, and the response
was very good. We spent $85 million (Rs 395 crore),
while $30 million (Rs 140 crore) was spent by the
other partners. No country has done mission of this
kind for less than $500 million (Rs 2,330 crore),” then
ISRO Chief Madhavan Nair had told the media after
the successful launch of the mission.
The unmanned Chandrayaan-I, the spacecraft
launched by ISRO on October 22, 2008, from Satish
Dhavan Centre at Sriharikota in Andhra Pradesh was
the first such scientific and space mission for India.
The spacecraft was launched with PSLV-C-11, the indigenously developed launch vehicle. The proposal
to send the Moon mission, prepared by ISRO, was
approved by the Indian government in November
2003. It took ISRO less than five years to translate the
dream into reality while staying within the approved
budget of Rs 395 crore (approximately $85 million).
On November 14, 2008, the Moon Impact Probe sep-
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arated from the Chandrayaan orbiter at 2006 hours
IST and 25 minutes later, at 2031 hours, struck the
South Pole in a controlled crash, making India the
fourth country to place its flag on the Moon.
Weighing 1,380 kg at launch and 675 kg in lunar orbit, Chandrayaan-I had as many as 11 remote
sensing payloads (five ISRO and six from other space
agencies, including NASA, ESA and the Bulgarian
Aerospace Agency). The payloads were high-resolution remote sensing in the visible, near infrared and
soft and hard X-ray frequencies. Over a two-year period, it was intended to survey the lunar surface to
produce a complete map of its chemical characteristics and three-dimensional topography.
But Chandrayaan could not have the two-year life
intended for it as it encountered much higher temperatures at its assigned orbit, 100 km above the Moon’s
surface. The programme managers did try valiantly
to save the spacecraft by raising the height of orbit to
200 km but, by that time, the damage had been done
what and some of the star sensors had failed. Chandrayaan stopped sending radio signals to the ground
control at 2000 hours IST on August 28, 2009. However, notwithstanding Chandrayaan’s earlier demise,
when the mission was finally declared as terminated,
the spacecraft had spent 312 days in lunar orbit and
completed 95 per cent of its stated objectives.
Among the many accomplishments of Chandrayaan-I, its biggest discovery perhaps was to find
hydroxyl and water molecules on the lunar surface
which acted as a catalyst for the US lunar probes,
which followed it, to confirm the presence of water
on the Moon. The finding opens up huge possibilities for colonisation of the Moon in the not too distant a future, if the renewed interest in lunar exploration continues to throw up positive signs for such
an endeavour. Meanwhile, Chandrayaan-I mission
has placed India firmly in the elite club of nations,
which include countries like the US, UK, Germany,
Japan and China. It has also given added fillip to the
country’s space community and ISRO to start preparing Chandrayaan-II, a much improved version of its
predecessor, for launch sometime in 2012. SP
—Air Marshal (Retd) V.K. Bhatia
www.spsaviation.net
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ith
the
aerospace
industry in
disarray
and the media insistent
that the Dubai bubble
has burst, visitors to
the 11th edition of the
Dubai Airshow could
have been forgiven for
imagining they would
be greeted by rolling
tumbleweed and thin
attendance. Instead they
found a show brimming
with confidence and an
industry that found itself
discovering positives as
it celebrated being in an
area that has defied the
downturn.
“Of
course,
we
have felt the effects of
the problems with the
global economy,” said
HH Sheikh Ahmed bin
Saeed al Maktoum, the
Chairman of Emirates
Airline and the head of civil aviation in the emirate.
“Some industries have suffered but we have continued
to see growth here in the aviation business,” he avers.
While those growth figures are no longer in the doubledigit, they are still impressive and that is something
that Sheikh Ahmed wanted the world to take notice of.
“Our airlines are going ahead with our investments. We
are not cancelling. We are leaders not followers and we
have proved before that we are prepared to take risks
when others are sheltering.”
The thumping optimism was music to the ears of
the many CEOs and company presidents among almost
900 exhibitors from more than 100 countries. “Our
numbers are up from the record-breaking show two
years ago,” said organiser Alison Weller, Director, F&E
Aerospace. “We have seen an overall growth of around
10 per cent for the show and we have had to turn away
requests for aircraft to display on the static. If we had
more space available we could have filled it.”
Third largest business-to-business aviation event in
the world, this year the Dubai extravaganza was expected to shift to the new Dubai World Central complex at
Jebel Ali, giving it the space to nudge out Farnborough
International from the coveted second place behind
Paris. However, the infrastructure of the new venue had
not been completed and the show remained at Dubai
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Antidote to Downturn
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International Airport. According to Sheikh Ahmed,
the government will review
whether the new site will be
ready for 2011 but, if not,
he said he would work with
the organisers to ensure
growth at the existing location.
‘A LOT OF GOOD SIGNS FOR
THE FUTURE’

Exhibitors found that while
the show had little in the
way of order announcements, it more than made
up for it with the calibre
of visitors. Marwan Attalla,
CEO of the Jordanian training company Ayla, said:
“We were very pleased with
the level of visitors we saw
from the airlines and the industry. There were a lot of
good signs for the future.”
The United Arab Emirates
civil market, which has traditionally led the way with
mega-orders through Emirates or Etihad airlines, remained quiet and the new orders came instead from
the military side.
During the show, Sweden’s Saab announced that
the UAE would buy two Saab 340 turboprops equipped
with the Erieye radar for SEK1.5 billion ($217 million; Rs 1,000 crore). On the other hand, Boeing and
Northrop Grumman officials, who had proposed the
737 Wedgetail and E-2D Advanced Hawkeye, respectively, argued that the Saab 340 is an interim capability. The UAE still plans to buy a more advanced system
after learning how to use an Airborne Early Warning
& Control platform. The 737 and E-2D -and, possibly,
the Saab 2000 -will remain in contention for the final
contract. Both the E-2D and the 737 Wedgetail made
appearances side-by-side on the static line, with the
latter overcoming three years of delays to be en route
for delivery to the Royal Australian Air Force. RAAF officials plan to operate the Wedgetail as a training asset only until glitches with electronic support measures
equipment are resolved. “While Dubai 2009 won’t be
remembered for its order list, it will be remembered as
the event that kicked off a lot of talks and a real power
shift in regional involvement,” Alison Weller said. SP
(SP’s Aviation, December 2009, Pg 26)
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Role of Air Power
Intelligence gathering and post-event investigation are but
two facets of the entire gamut of anti-terror capabilities.What
is also needed is to create comprehensive preventive and counter-

D

terrorism capabilities.
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avid Coleman Headliberation in Peru against the
ley, alias Daood Gilani,
Spanish rule. The main objecBy Air Marshal (Retd)
has acquired a largertives of Operation Tupac, howV.K. Bhatia
than-life notoriety with
ever, went much beyond the ilhis entanglement and
legal liberation of Jammu and
subversion by Lashkar-e-Tayyiba
Kashmir (J&K) to complete
(LeT)—the same outfit that he was
disintegration of India, utilisassigned to reportedly by the US FBI to infiltrate. Head- ing the spy network as an instrument of sabotage and
ley, it now appears, was working as a ‘confidential in- to exploit porous borders of Nepal and Bangladesh to
formant’ in the Af-Pak region for almost the entire last set up bases and conduct operations.
decade, engaging in multifarious assignments for the
Although General Zia-ul-Haq may have long gone,
enforcement and intelligence/investigation departments assassinated in his own country, ISI-masterminded terof the US. Subsequently, he turned a double agent and rorist jihad continues against India. Even though the
while acting as an informer to his US mentors, Headley Pakistani establishment concedes to only moral and
was actively engaged in the preparation and execution political support to the jihadi movement, it is commonof the ghastly 26/11 terrorist attack in Mumbai.
ly known that all terror groups, such as the Hizb-ulA year after the heinous terror strikes in Mumbai, Mujahideen, Harkat-ul-Ansar, Al Umar, Al Baqr, JaishIndia continues to be under terror threat, manifest e-Mohammad and Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, have not only
from the fact that had the US authorities not arrested been spawned but are financially supported, armed,
him, Headley would have been instrumental in per- trained, controlled and tasked by the ISI on a regular
petrating greater damage this year also. Interrogation basis. Taliban, which was originally created for operaof Headley, clearly an LeT operative who is currently tions in Afghanistan, is the latest group to unleash terunder US custody, has revealed that terrorists (in- ror against India. In addition, the ISI has continued
cluding him) had undertaken a fresh reconnaissance to support India’s own home-grown violent dissident
in many parts of India to target important buildings groups, such as the United Liberation Front of Assam,
and religious centres, besides high-profile politicians National Security Council of Nagaland and North-East
and other prominent personalities. Somnath Temple Students’ Organisation, to name a few.
in Gujarat, Bollywood personalities, Shiv Sena leaders and the National Defence College in Delhi were INDIA’S RESPONSE
some of the targets on his radar. Reports continue to In the years following Independence, the Indian govfilter in claiming Taliban/LeT-trained terrorists may ernment focused its attention on maintenance of law
have already sneaked in from across India’s western and order, communal peace and harmony, crime-conborder to carry out the terror attacks.
trol and counter-insurgency which was mainly confined to the Northeast in the early years. However, in
FLASHBACK
the past five decades or so, the ongoing insurgency in
Having failed to achieve its objective of forcefully an- the Northeast, the now extinguished uprising in Punnexing Kashmir after many abortive military attempts, jab, the dissidence and proxy war in the J&K, the burPakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) establish- geoning Naxalite violence which has engulfed 16 states
ment under the aegis of then military ruler Genera Zia- (194 districts) of the Indian territory, coupled with poor
ul-Haq decided to “bleed India with a thousand cuts” governance, have strained the internal security scenarby unleashing terrorist activities on its soil from across io of the country. Further, cross-border terrorism, if left
the border. Launched in 1988, the operation was code- unchecked, may become serious enough to destabilise
named ‘Op Tupac’ a designation derived from ‘Tupac the Indian state—a much cherished dream of the ISI
Amaru II’—the 18th century prince who led the war of and the Pakistani establishment.
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Cross-border terrorist attacks continued to unfold with increasing regularity in 2008 in different parts of the
country. These included the terrorist
attack on a CRPF camp in Rampur, serial bomb blasts against soft targets in
Jaipur, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Delhi,
Tripura, Imphal and Guwahati. The crescendo came with the nerve-shattering
savage attack in Mumbai on November
26, by terrorists who came from Pakistan via the sea route. The attack, which
lasted for more than two days, killed
over 166 civilians and police/security
forces personnel, including 26 foreign
nationals. In addition, several hundred
persons were injured. The carnage left a
deep scar on the very psyche of not only
the Mumbaikars but the entire nation
as a whole. The attack and the public
protest that followed finally stirred the
sluggish government to come out of its
slumber and take concrete steps to beef
up the nation’s internal security. In a
knee-jerk reaction to 26/11 terrorist attack, the government initially unleashed
promises of a large number of internal
security reforms without much thought.
However, it soon dawned on the planners that some sort of cohesive thinking
would be needed to put into place meaningful reforms.
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command, control communications and tasked with protecting naval assets and
intelligence network is planned to be bases on both the west and east coasts
established for real-time maritime do- as well as the island territories, is being
main awareness linking the operations created. The force will be equipped with
rooms of the IN and the coast guard 80 ‘Fast Interception Crafts’ for sea front
with other concerned central and state patrolling. The coast guard is also getagencies suitably plugged in, both at the ting a few more shots in the arm in the
field and apex levels.
form of organisational restructuring.
To strengthen the Indian Coast
An additional Coast Guard Regional
Guard, additional assets such as ships, HQ is being set up in Gujarat, under the
boats, helicopters, aircraft, and so on, as newly created post of COMCG (Northalso its manpower is being increased. A West), to look after surveillance off the
specialised force, called ‘Sagar Prahiri coast of Gujarat, Daman and Diu. MinisBal’, comprising 1,000 personnel and try of Petroleum is pitching in to install


more power

MARITIME SECURITY

As the perpetrators of the Mumbai carnage had come from the sea route, the
government has taken measures to secure the vast maritime boundaries of
the country. After a lot of initial bungling, the government has now come out
with an integrated system to ensure the
country’s maritime security. After a lot of
introspection by the government, the Indian Navy (IN) has been finally given the
overall responsibility of maritime security, which includes both coastal and offshore security. The Indian Coast Guard,
States’ Marine Police and other central
and state agencies are to assist the IN in
terms of coastal defence.
In this integrated structure, the respective Naval Cs-in-C will hold additional responsibility for coastal defence.
To facilitate the above, four Joint Operations Centres are being established
at Mumbai, Visakhapatnam, Kochi and
Port Blair and placed under the jurisdiction of Western, Eastern, Southern naval commands and Andaman and Nicobar command, respectively. A national

F125IN: Technical superiority to make
Jaguar roar.
The right combination of innovation,
technology and performance make the
Honeywell F125IN engine the right fit
and ideal choice for IAF Jaguars.
- Drop-fit replacement
- 555 pounds lighter than current configuration
- 4,400 pounds greater high / hot takeoff payload
- Decreased pilot workload, increased safety
- Proven performance: over 500,000 hours of operation
on the F124 – F125 engine series
F125IN engine from Honeywell. The future is now.
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‘Vessel and Traffic Management Systems’ to cover all offshore
hydrocarbon development areas. The Indian Coast Guard
Director General, conferred the designation of ‘Commander
Coastal Command’, is now responsible for coastal security
within territorial waters, including the areas to be patrolled
by coastal police and overall co-ordination between central
and state agencies. This has been made possible by setting up
nine additional coast guard stations to integrate into the ‘huband-spoke’ concept with coastal police stations along with
manpower. In a bid to further improve coastal surveillance,
the proposal for setting up of ‘Static Coastal Radar Chain’ and
a comprehensive network chain of ‘Automatic Identification
System’ stations along the entire coast as well as island territories has been approved.
Quite clearly, while most of the measures announced to
augment India’s maritime security are still in the planning
or, at best, in the pipeline, at least a solid foundation has
been laid to build the necessary structure. Two major factors may have helped in creating a seamless and well integrated structure. One, the Indian Coast Guard being under the Ministry of Defence (MoD), it would have been that
much easier to integrate it with the bigger service—the IN.
The second factor may have something to do with the IN’s
willingness to take on the overall responsibility of maritime
security, either of its own volition or on urgings from the
MoD. Whatever the case may be, the final result as it has
come about is likely to be the most workable solution.
LAND BORDERS & AIR SPACE ISSUES

For comprehensive security against cross-border terrorism,
India needs to secure its land borders and air space as much
as its maritime boundaries. In case of land borders, traditionally—and especially during peacetime—much of the international borders are guarded by the Border Security Force (BSF)
while the disputed borders such as LoC/LAC are secured by
the Indian Army with some specified forces under command.
Difficulty lies in that the BSF comes under the Ministry of
Home Affairs and, therefore, its integration with the Indian
Army becomes problematic. The second and bigger problem is
that the Indian Army leadership is inherently reluctant to take
on the overall responsibility of guarding the entire land border
because of the perceived gigantic dimensions of the task. In the
long run, however, a right solution would have to be found to
secure India’s land borders in a seamless and integrated fashion on the same lines as planned for its maritime security.
Fortunately, the Indian Air Force (IAF), which has traditionally been the sole guardian of the Indian skies, does not
face problems of fractured responsibilities. Secondly, it has a
full-fledged system of air space surveillance already in place
to cater for both peacetime and war scenarios. However, while
it has created the appropriate structures, it has serious deficiencies in its full-spectrum radar surveillance and air defence
capabilities. While the IAF is avidly trying to fill the capability
gaps through its modernisation/acquisition plans, there is an
urgent requirement to integrate all available surveillance assets into the IAF’s air defence network, whether these belong
to the Airports Authority of India (AAI) in the civil sector or
other military services.
For instance, the army’s surveillance radars, which are
integral to their ground-based air defence weapons or for
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that matter, the proposed chain of coastal surveillance radars which have dual capability of low-level air surveillance
should all be integrated to make a comprehensive national
air defence network. Similarly, the area surveillance radars
belonging to AAI could immensely help the IAF in enlarging
its medium/high level air surveillance envelope.
REFORMS & THE WAY AHEAD

In the last one year, after the Mumbai massacre by seaborne
terrorists, the government has undertaken a slew of measures
to prevent a repeat of such a ghastly crime. But, sadly, apart
from improving the maritime security to some extent, most
other planned reforms are still to see the light of the day. The
government has indeed created a National Investigation Agency to deal with cross-border terrorism but, on its own it would
be unable to tackle the issue as it is essentially a post-event
investigative agency. In addition, the government has tried to
network all the intelligence gathering agencies through the
creation of the Multi-Agency Centre (MAC) which has been
operationalised in the Intelligence Bureau (IB) at Delhi. However, the process remains incomplete as the state-level MACs
have yet to be fully opertionalised.
However, intelligence gathering and post-event investigation are but two facets of the entire gamut of anti-terrorist capabilities. What is also needed is to create comprehensive preventive and counter-terrorism capabilities. The government
has taken some steps in this regard, such as creating four
additional hubs of the National Security Guard, augmenting
the strength of the BSF and other paramilitary forces, as also
beefing up the police forces of individual states. But while such
steps are welcome, these are being undertaken in a piecemeal
fashion, losing much of their effectiveness in the process.
To create a comprehensive national counter-terrorism capability, all sub-capabilities comprising intelligence gathering
plus preventive and counter measures would have to be dovetailed into one ‘System of Systems’ in a C4ISR (Command,
Control, Communication, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance,
Reconnaissance) scenario, much the same as fighting an actual
war. There is a dire need to create a Central Counter-Terrorism
Centre (C-Cube) at the apex which would integrate all organs
of the national power/capabilities right down to the level of
each and every district in the country in a seamless system.
The detailed structure of the C-Cube comprising political,
bureaucratic and military elements would have to be worked
out to cater for all the three—preventive, pre-emptive and counter-terrorism scenarios. The armed forces, namely, the Indian
Army and the IAF, would have to take on the overall responsibility of securing their respective land and air space mediums
on the same lines as the Navy has done for maritime security
with other organs of the paramilitary and state forces acting in
concert to tackle all the scenarios as described above.
For the country’s air space, the IAF would have to create
capabilities to ensure meaningful surveillance on a 24X7 basis. In addition, keeping in view the inherent characteristics of
flexibility, mobility and precision-attack capabilities, air power
could be utilised to gather intelligence, provide quick mobility and logistics support to the ground forces and, carry out
precision pre-emptive and counter air strikes in combating
terrorism, for which, the IAF needs to continue to build up on
its present capabilities. SP
www.spsaviation.net
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well become the widow-maker rather than the winged
Ferrari that the hype makes it out to be.”
Eclipse, though unsuccessful in solving its manufacturing woes, did take a pioneering step with regard
to pilot training. The aircraft’s certified flight manual
stated a need for recurrent training. “Because it is in
the flight manual the recurrent training has to be carried out,” explained Robert Barnes of Robert Barnes
Associates. Insisting on training programme validation, Barnes pointed out that there were no controlled
studies of VLJ training programmes.
For manufacturers, though, the outlook is different. Where does the responsibility lie for adequate
standardised VLJ pilot training? Certainly, CAE has
three grading levels that it applies to VLJ type-training applicants as part of its CAE Embraer Training
Services joint venture. OEM Manager and Head of
Training Sven Lepschy said the grading enabled
CAE “to better tailor the training”.
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rguably the world’s first Very Light Jet (VLJ),
the Eclipse 500 was frequently cited at the
Royal Aeronautical Society’s Corporate, Air
Taxi & Personal Jets conference held in
London on March 18 and 19. Yet, the pioneer of a
new segment in the business jet world has become
a victim of its own success. In 1998, entrepreneur Vern Raburn founded Eclipse Aviation with the goal of a $1 million (Rs 5 crore)
jet. In 2006, Eclipse received the US Federal
GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL
Aviation Administration’s (FAA) certification
PACKAGES: FROM 100 IN 2008,
for the VLJ. Yet, the European Aviation SafeCESSNA’S MUSTANG’S (ABOVE)
PRODUCTION HAS THIS YEAR
ty Agency certification did not come until
JUMPED TO AN EXPECTED 130
February 2009, and after some 260 aircraft
deliveries, the company filed for bankruptcy.
While it is not all doom and gloom in the
present VLJ market, there are key issues that
need to be addressed by operators, owners
and the regulatory authorities.
When the concept of a VLJ was first
mooted, it was speculated that the skies
would darken and that these aircraft would
be falling out of the sky. At the conference,
Captain John Cox of the Flight Operations
Group at the Royal Aeronautical Society
said a VLJ is just “another jet”, but it was
single pilot operations that compound the
risk. Statistical accident data corroborated
that aircraft operated by a single pilot have
a 50 per cent higher accident rate over a
two-crew aircraft.
VLJ,A SUSTAINABLE REALITY
Vern Raburn, however, insisted that single pilot Brazilian manufacturer Embraer certified and delivoperations would be safer, drawing flak from Cox, ered the first Phenom 100 in late December last year.
who commented on the Eclipse 500: “Flying a jet is But even the Phenom 100 is having problems with
about drag management. The Eclipse (500) has no its well-documented flap control issue. The company
spoilers or anti-skid. How much harder do we want is addressing the issue and plans to begin retrofitting
to make it for the pilot?”
the Phenom 100s already delivered in the US with new
flap control unit logic and other upgrades.
‘TRAINING IS THE ACHILLES HEEL OF VLJS’
For the short term, while Cessna and Embraer
Several initiatives could address the training aspects. dominate the market, it is a positive sign for VLJs
An operator or owner with just a single aircraft does that the Phenom and Mustang production lines are
not generally have access to a safety or a training de- not seeing any cutbacks in production. If anything
partment. Captain Bob Scott, Director, Business Devel- this is a sure sign that even through the current
opment at Scott Consulting Services in the UK, said, economic crisis, the VLJ concept is no longer a con“Training is the Achilles heel of VLJs. You are going to cept but a sustainable reality. SP
allow single pilot operations in complex and crowded
airspace—everything is going to backfire. The VLJ may
(SP’s Aviation, Issue 3/2009, Pg 8)
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medium—or mid-size—business jet, as the
term is generally used, is one which offers
much of the utility of the large jets, but in a
less costly and more easily managed package. The definition of a mid-size jet has become
somewhat blurred, as the aircraft industry continued
to develop an ever more extensive span of choices.
There are now super-mid-size designs that are somewhat larger than traditional mid-size jets, and small
jets that can perform more nearly like a mid-size
aircraft. In truth, it is capability, as much as sheer
physical size that places an aircraft in the medium
jet category.
Range will always be one of the chief attributes
desired, generally allowing the airplane to be used for
intercontinental travel, with proper planning. More efficient fanjet engines and computer-designed wing profiles developed over the last three decades have produced vast improvements in capability, translating into
a speed increase with no more fuel burn than in earlier
jets, or a long-range cruise speed that sips fuel.
With this enhanced ability to make lengthy flights,
the comfort of a larger cabin is much more important
than it would be during an hour-long trip in a light
jet. Considering that the passenger compartment will
be occupied for hours on end, a small cabin’s entry
crouch cannot be tolerated. There will be a need to
stretch one’s legs in the aisle periodically, and working in a foetal position while doing paperwork will
not serve. As business aviation pioneer William P.
Lear once put it, rather succinctly: “A real business
airplane needs a stand up bar and a sit down toilet.”

Bombardier: Learjet has been synonymous with small
jets for four decades, but it outgrew that pocket-rocket
image years ago with development of a stand-up cabin,
now offered by the Learjet 60XR. Under development,
however, is a true mid-size Learjet, the new Learjet 85,
using a composite fuselage that will have little structural commonality with earlier models.
Cessna Citation: Introduction of the preeminent Cita-
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WINNING COMBINATIONS
RIGHT: GULFSTREAM’S
G250 IS ALL SET TO
STORM THE CORPORATE
AVIATION MARKET

tion X in 1996 offered a larger cabin, a necessary virtue for the longer flights. Although less-capable than
true mid-size jets, the Citation XLS+ offers an excellent
compromise between the smaller Citation Encore and
the long-cabin Sovereign. The Citation Sovereign has
been fitted with the largest cabin of any Citation, a full
25.25 ft long, seating up to 12. However, if sheer speed
is your goal, the Citation X offers a superlative Mach
.92 cruise number, the fastest of any currently-produced civil aircraft. It will soon be joined by Cessna’s
first large-cabin business jet, the Citation Columbus,
now under development.
Dassault Falcon: Falcon twin-jet airplanes have always
epitomised the medium-size business jet, with cabins
large enough to be comfortable, and speed, range and
sleek lines to please performance-conscious buyers. The
enhanced 2000-series Falcon jets continue this legacy
with two models: the 2000DX and the 2000EX.
Embraer: Until a relatively few years ago, Brazil’s
planemaker Embraer was known mostly as a producer of commuter airline products. Once the ERJ145
small airliner was being offered as the long-cabin
Legacy 600 business jet, Embraer quickly sought to
develop other airplanes, starting with the Phenom
light jets and the non-airliner Legacy 450 and 500.
Gulfstream: With its reputation made by building
globe-girdling large-cabin corporate jets, Gulfstream
diversified several years by purchasing the smaller
jets of Israel Aircraft Industries, renaming them the
Gulfstream 100 and 200. The current line consists of
the Gulfstream 150, 200 and 250 models.
Hawker Beechcraft: One of the most venerable business jets, the Hawker 850 grew by progressive steps
from the DeHavilland DH125, dating back to 1965.
While the winglet-equipped Hawker 850XP goes
the distance with a range of 2,642 miles, the more
enhanced engines of the Hawker 900XP offer even
greater performance, boosting range to 2,818 nautical miles. In 2008, the traditional Hawker jets have
been joined by the innovative Hawker 4000. SP
(SP’s Aviation, Issue 2/2009, Pg 11)
www.spsaviation.net
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tiny spot appears on the horizon, closes in
with startling rapidity and WHAM! Sometimes
the bird emerges undetected from the dust
or smoke-filled air. Depending on the speed
and stage of flight, there may be little or no time for
avoiding action. Damage is often negligible—perhaps
a bloodstain or a minor dent. On the other hand, the
impact could trigger a catastrophe—major damage to
the aircraft, injury to the crew, even engine failure and
a crash.
Day in and day out, at airports around the globe,
birds are bad news. Over 60 per cent of all bird strikes
occur below 30 m, less than 8 per cent above 1,000 m.
Aircraft are regularly struck by birds at their most vulnerable periods—during takeoff and landing—when
close to the stall speed, the safety margin is minimal,
and the already preoccupied pilot must make a hurried decision. Flocks of birds are especially dangerous.
Ask Chesley B. Sullenberger, captain of the US Airways
Airbus A320 who, last January, flew through a flock of
Canada geese a minute after take-off and lost both engines, then managed to ditch in the Hudson River.
Though bird strikes are a growing hazard, fatalities for civil aircraft are remarkably low—just one fatal
accident in one billion flying hours. Far worse than an
airframe hit, is when a bird strikes an engine fan blade.
Jet engines are like gigantic vacuum hoses sucking in
anything in their path. A multi-engine configuration is
obviously crucial, since an affected engine can be shut
down and the aircraft recovered safely. A single-engine
military jet pilot may not be so lucky—often ejection is
the only course of action, if there is sufficient time for
the parachute to open.
The reasons for mounting bird strikes are not far
to seek—rising flying intensity, growing populations
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of some large species of birds
and increasing familiarity of
the birds with human activity. Besides, modern turbofan engines are rather quiet.
Whatever little noise they
produce is to the rear; there
is hardly any noise in front
of the aircraft from where
the birds emerge. So birds
have less ability to detect and
avoid aircraft. The situation is
likely to get worse as airlines
replace their older three- or
four-engine fleets with more
efficient and quieter two-engine planes, increasing the
chance of a major accident
because the aircraft has less backup power.
Nowadays, it is generally accepted that the most
important and effective strategy at an aerodrome is
scientific habitat management—making the area as
unappealing to birds as possible. The second set of
measures requires trained bird-combat teams to patrol the airport and harass and disperse birds. They
use pyrotechnics and devices that flash lights and
scare the birds. Teams of spotters may also visually
acquire birds and communicate cautionary information to aircraft via the ATC. The last resort is killing
the birds. However, airports understandably face
criticism and lawsuits from environmental groups
concerned about such callous measures. Once aircraft leave the protected vicinity of the airport it is
important to make them more detectable or noticeable by birds. For example, pulsating aircraft landing
lights could catch the birds’ attention and help alert
them that something fast is approaching.
There is no magic formula to combat bird strikes.
Human beings, who coined the derisive epithet “bird
brain”, have long known that birds are actually remarkably clever, especially when it comes to adapting to changes in the environment. Devices used to
startle them become passé within days or even hours.
An intelligent mix of techniques helps, especially if
varied frequently. Rising bird strikes, dramatically illustrated by the Hudson River accident, should serve
as a wake-up call. Increased flying activity, quieter
engines, and more birds, form a deadly brew. It is
probably just a question of time before the next major
accident occurs. Why count on another “miracle” to
save the passengers and crew? SP
(SP’s Airbuz, Issue 2/2009, Pg 8)
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ight sport aircraft (LSA) are good news for
wannabe pilots who fear that flying might
be too difficult, as well as for experienced
pilots who secretly long for that ‘free as a
bird’ feeling. In 2004, the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) created a new category of pilot
licence, the Sport Pilot Certificate and simultaneously laid down specifications for LSAs. LSAs lie between the smallest propeller driven planes and the
flimsy contraptions otherwise known as microlights
(or ultralights). Most LSAs are cheaper than the former and more capable and reliable than the latter.
They cannot carry more than two persons and cannot exceed a speed of 120 knots.
It is fairly simple to gain a Sport Pilot Certificate.
Persons as young as 17 years are eligible. Against the
minimum 40 hours training needed to fly a private,
single-engine piston aircraft, the new certification
requires just 20 hours. The entire process does not
take more than four weeks to complete at a comfortable pace, even for a newbie. Sport pilot flight time
also counts toward more advanced pilot ratings. Best
of all, no special medical check (a bugbear for many
aspiring pilots) is necessary. A holder of a valid driving licence automatically qualifies as medically fit to
hold a Sport Pilot Certificate. This enabling provision,
however, does not exist in India. Perhaps that is just
as well in view of doubts about the adequacy of issuing procedures for driving licences.
One of the most exciting prospects in sport flying
is Icon Aircraft’s Icon A5. Simplicity is the key of its
design. Even the most diffident aspiring pilot would
find it hard to hit upon anything to be wary of. Its
maximum speed is 105 knots and range extends to
approximately 555 km. The side windows open out, so
pilots can enjoy ‘wind in the hair’ freedom. The cockpit
display is simplicity itself, more like a sports car dashboard rather than the intimidating aircraft cockpit.
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The Icon has a flying-boat hull and can operate as
easily on land as on water. Its wings of span 34 ft (10.4
m) look rigid enough but can be folded manually or automatically and tucked neatly under the slim rear tail.
It has predictable, docile flying characteristics, allowing
the pilot to focus on the fun of flying. It is engineered to
handle aggressive manoeuvring over the water while at
the same time making the pilot’s experience both very
safe and extremely exciting. In addition, this amphibian
plane can comfortably negotiate relatively rough water
on take-off and landing. In the event of an in-flight engine shutdown, the pilot just has to deploy a parachute
and the aircraft descends gently back to earth. Its looks
are also guaranteed to turn heads.
Icon Aircraft reports that its A5 order book is already
400 long—fully one third of the bookings are from nonpilots or new pilots. This shows that millions of people
want to fly but lack the opportunity. After making its
Air Show debut at Oshkosh in July, first deliveries are
scheduled for mid-2011. A stripped-down version is expected to cost around $140,000 (Rs 65 lakh).
In India, there is a huge additional burden of nearly
26 per cent as customs duty on import of planes under
the ‘private’ category. There is also the small matter of
obtaining security clearance. Private microlights find it
extremely difficult to obtain parking space at busy civilian airports, while they can forget about military airfields. Usage charges are not practical. Obtaining a Microlight Pilot Licence needs 40 hours of microlight flying.
The cost could well add up to at least Rs 3 lakh—money
not gainfully invested for someone who ultimately aspires to a Commercial Pilot’s Licence. Much more needs
to be done to encourage recreational or hobby flying
in India. The experience of most countries is that a vibrant general aviation sector is the ideal foundation for
a flourishing commercial aviation industry. SP
(SP’s Airbuz, August-September 2009, Pg 8)
www.spsaviation.net
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ndia’s
commercial
aviation boom from
2003 to 2008 occurred
without proportional
growth in maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO)
facilities. Apart from the inhouse MRO infrastructure
of the larger airlines, there
are just a couple of thirdparty MRO service providers capable of addressing the entire spectrum of
needs of the industry. Many
airlines, including almost all
Low Cost Carriers (LCCs),
incur huge costs and delays
in getting aircraft serviced outside the country—costs
that eat heavily into their marginal profits. Rumours
abound of airline maintenance lapses, exemplified by
flight delays and cancellations on account of ‘technical
snags’. And ‘miraculous escapes’ when such occurrences take a more serious turn.
After fuel and personnel, maintenance and servicing comprise the third largest portion of the operating
cost of an airline. It could amount to as much as 15 per
cent. A worldwide trend is for airlines—the ultimate
customers for MRO services—to focus on their core
business of transporting travellers, and to outsource
their maintenance requirements to third-party providers. LCCs, in particular, are more likely to contract servicing to an MRO rather than maintaining their own
engineering staff.
India’s current commercial aviation fleet of over
400 aircraft can generate substantial business for any
MRO operator with the required expertise and certification. Add another 600 aircraft—business and private aircraft and those with state governments—and
a potentially huge MRO market is revealed. Is it any
wonder that several Indian and foreign companies are
making aggressive moves to enter the MRO space?
India’s major advantage is low labour costs. These
are perhaps 20 to 25 per cent lower than in West and
Southeast Asia and as much as 50 to 60 per cent lower
than in North America and Europe. Conversely, the indirect tax structure is a party pooper. High customs duty
and service tax offset much of the advantage of low cost
labour. Labour amounts to around 25 per cent of an
MRO’s operating costs, whereas imported components,
on which customs duty has to be paid, account for 75
per cent. A company planning to set up an MRO venture would have to factor in over 25 per cent customs

BEGINNINGS OF A NEW
CHAPTER:
AIRBUS IS WORKING WITH
NACIL TO SET UP AN AIRFRAME
AND COMPONENTS MRO
VENTURE IN INDIA (SEEN
HERE IS THE ENGINE OF THE
AIRBUS A330)

duty on imported inventory, spares, tooling, and test
equipment required for the
workshop. From the user
airlines’ point of view, the
costs saved by patronising an Indian MRO, rather
than flying the aircraft
abroad, would be offset by the final bill—as much as
50 per cent higher than in some competing countries.
A move towards duty-free import of components is
essential to make the indigenous MRO industry economical.
Lack of infrastructure is another major concern in
spooling up MRO services. Small players find it difficult to get into government airports, while costs at private airports are exorbitant. MRO units ideally should
be located adjacent to airports but the land acquisition
process is always tedious. Airport planning, therefore,
should include 20 per cent land earmarked for MROs.
Despite India’s enormous pool of technical talent
there exists a serious shortage of flight engineers and
technicians, especially type-rated ones. Airlines and
MROs are perpetually on the lookout for staff and not
averse to ‘poaching’. The Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) certification is not yet comparable
with European standards.
It is said of many global companies that they initially chose to source services from India to save costs
but decided to stay on for the speed and quality. Creating world class MRO facilities requires massive investment in infrastructure, technology and personnel.
Experts say it could create around 600,000 new jobs
for skilled professionals over a decade. Concerted action will result in the ability to consistently assure the
right service at the right place at the right time. Once
dependable, high quality and competitively priced
MRO services are available in the country, a lucrative
export market should also open up, providing India a
great opportunity to emerge as a major MRO hub in
the Asia/Pacific region. SP
(SP’s Airbuz, October-November 2009, Pg 9)
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ach day brings more dire predictions
on climate change. Emissions are growing faster than what most scientists had
forecast, the absorption capacity of the
planet seems less than earlier hoped,
the probability of high temperatures is
now greater than conjectured and some of the predicted adverse effects are becoming visible sooner
than feared. Sceptics may rail against such gloomy
projections as lacking adequate scientific underpinning, but their number is dwindling by the day.
More people than ever are convinced that immediate and determined action is needed to avert climate
change. This concern was reflected in the deliberations of COP 15, the Copenhagen conference of the
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change held
in December. World leaders, environment ministers
and climate change experts got together to devise an
action plan to save the planet from the cataclysmic
consequences of runaway climate change.
How does aviation come into the picture? The current financial downturn notwithstanding, commercial aviation is growing at a pace faster than technological and operational improvements towards better
environmental performance can cope with. Over the
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past few years, the number of planes crowding the
sky has increased manifold even as an increasing
number of passengers take to flying. Aviation’s carbon footprint—the sum total of its carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions—is steadily expanding, landing the
industry in a quandary: how to continue to expand
responsibly while further reducing impact on the
global ecosystem?
Surprisingly, aviation related greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions were not included in the original
Kyoto Protocol commitments and are not currently
subject to any international climate change treaty. The
reason for this glaring omission is that flights operate
across international borders, making it hard to pinpoint responsibility for emissions. The International
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) is at the receiving
end for not acting swiftly and decisively to arrive at
a workable solution to this problem and mitigate the
impact of aviation on climate change.
LIFE CYCLE APPROACH TO EMISSIONS

Aviation GHG emissions are mainly the result of fuel
burnt in flight. Each litre of fossil fuel saved translates to reduction in emission of 3.2 litres of CO2.
Currently, there are very few low-carbon solutions
www.spsaviation.net
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for reducing aviation emissions, and alternative fuels may
be the only option for large-scale application. Nevertheless,
any decision on alternative fuels needs to take into account
total life cycle costs and carbon footprint. Experts say deforestation accounts for a fifth of global GHG emissions, while
aviation contributes just 2 to 4 per cent. Why, then, did some
governments over the last few years set mandatory biofuel
targets even as they ignored the decimation of carbon-absorbing forests and the resultant soaring food prices?
The need of the hour is to develop sustainable, plantbased fuel sources that offer a lower carbon footprint than
fossil fuels and do not compete with food, land and water
resources. A key requirement is that alternative fuels should
be “drop-in”, that is, readily useable without any modifications to the existing jet engines. These also need to be easily available and cost competitive. While the International
Air Transport Association (IATA) is committed to using 10
per cent alternative fuels by 2017, there are signs that relatively low international oil prices, coupled with the current
economic downturn, are deterring investment in the development of alternatives. Green forms of business travel
naturally suffer during recession, as organisations prioritise
cost-saving over sustainable travel.
AIRFRAMES & ENGINES

Airbus is the first airliner manufacturer to have certified to
international environmental standards ISO 14001, for full
life cycle coverage, including all products and manufacturing plants. Boeing aims that the B787 Dreamliner should
have far less adverse impact on the environment than the
types it replaces.
Airframe manufacturers’ green dreams depend largely
on lightweight composites—materials made of several components, including carbon fibres. These are strong and flexible as metal, but light as plastic. Being half the weight of
aluminium and a fifth that of steel, a typical composite cuts
weight and decreases fuel burn, thereby reducing carbon
emissions. The Airbus A380 is around 30 per cent composite, while the future Airbus A350 and Boeing’s 787 will be
more than 50 per cent composite: a tremendous saving in
weight, fuel and carbon.
Upgraded engines also play a major part in reducing
emissions and noise. Manufacturers around the world are
spending huge sums of money striving to make their engines more fuel efficient, cheaper to operate and more environment-friendly. Historically, however, the fuel efficiency
of jet engines has been improving annually at just 1 to 2 per
cent. Obviously, even this cannot continue indefinitely. Even
if manufacturers have so far been able to simultaneously
reduce noise and fuel-burn, a point is now being reached
where trade-off decisions involving emissions and noise,
and even among varying types of emissions, could begin
to appear. IATA has set a goal of creating a zero-emissions
airplane within 50 years. Achievable target or just wishful
thinking? Time will tell.
MAJOR SAVINGS THROUGH EFFICIENT ATM

Even the most economical airliners become gas-guzzlers if
forced to operate in an antiquated system that results in less
than optimal routes, prolonged holds before landing on ar-
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rival at destination, and missed approaches. The role of governments is crucial in speeding up initiatives, like the Single
European Sky, which could lead to a 10 per cent reduction
in CO2 emissions in Europe alone. Worldwide, improving
ATM efficiency could cut millions of tonnes of emissions per
year. A system that gives aircraft tailor-made arrival paths
could result in significant fuel savings and emissions cuts.
Obviously, airports need to continuously strive to improve ground operations to minimise delay and maximise
efficiency. Often, additional airport infrastructure can help
ensure airliners are not held in queue both for landing and
take-off and their ground movement time is minimised.
When the price of fuel rose to astonishing levels last year,
most airlines adopted a slew of measures to improve operations and fleet management. These need to be continued and
improved upon, this time for the sake of the planet. After all,
fuel saved reduces operating costs as well as emissions; it
improves the airlines’ bottom-line, as also its public image.
Fleet rejuvenation—switching to newer airliners with more
advanced technology that cuts down on GHG emissions—is
another way to be more environmentally responsible.
REST IN PEACE

What of airliners that have completed their service life? According to Airbus’ estimates, over the last 50 years, some
22,000 western-built commercial jet aircraft have been produced. By the end of 2006, some 5,900 of these had been
withdrawn, 1,100 were in storage and 15,000 were still in
active service with airlines. It is estimated that over the next
two decades, 6,000 aircraft of over 100-seat capacity will
face end-of-life issues, at a rate of approximately 300 planes
each year. At present, such airliners have been abandoned in
graveyards (like the Mojave desert in the US), cannibalised
or dismantled in highly questionable safety and environmental conditions. Decommissioning such aircraft needs to
be as environmentally sensitive and efficient as possible.
Since 2005, Airbus has been working with several partners on an aircraft recycling programme, PAMELA (Process
for Advanced Management of End-of Life of Aircraft). The
project aims to set best practices in this field while demonstrating that 85 to 95 per cent of aircraft components can be
recycled, reused or recovered. PAMELA, it is claimed, has
been successful in recycling 65 per cent of the material from
an A300-B4 and transforming 85 per cent of the aircraft’s
weight, in terms of equipment and materials, into value.
Environmental concerns look set to hinder the growth
of commercial aviation in the coming decades unless determined action is taken to make the industry more ecofriendly. New technical solutions need to be continuously
developed to allow aviation to grow and bring its promised
benefits to society while reducing its effect on the environment. In 2008, around 1100 new aircraft—with improved
fuel efficiencies of 20-30 per cent—were delivered. The projected reduction in overall emissions represents a window
of opportunity for commercial aviation to reduce its future
carbon footprint. Few would dispute that commercial aviation has plenty of scope to clean up its act—in the air as well
as on ground. SP
(SP’s Airbuz, Issue 1/2009, Pg 10)
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he accident involving a Mi-8 helicopter with the President of
India and Supreme Commander
on board is shocking, to say the
least. As it was a VVIP related flight, the
helicopter would have been from Air
Headquarters Communication Squadron
located at Delhi. This squadron has the
best of aircraft, and the personnel manning it are filtered from segments of human resource in the Indian Air Force
(IAF), rated as professionally exceptional.
As this squadron is responsible for carrying the President and the Prime Minister
of India, as also other dignitaries both
from home and abroad, it is required to
maintain impeccable standards of operational competence.
Inexplicably, the helicopter’s main
rotor impacted an abandoned building
while it was taxiing to the parking bay
after landing at Bhubaneswar with the
President on board. Surprisingly, this
was the second episode this year involving a helicopter carrying the Presidential
entourage. In February, one of the three
Mi-8 helicopters involved in this mission,
came close to a disaster when it landed
on the active runway at Mumbai international airport while an Air India Airbus 320 with 148 passengers was rolling
for take off. Inquiry into the incident did
not absolve the helicopter crew of blame.
Should the pilot involved in both the incidents be the same, it may be necessary to subject his professional credentials to review.
What makes the accident at Bhubaneswar intriguing is the fact
that, in accordance with the regulations in force, just two days before the incident, a comprehensive ‘dry run’ had been carried out
to leave no room for uncertainty. Besides, the task per se was not
difficult, challenging or complicated. However, a mission involving
the first citizen of India, even if elementary in nature, is not treated
as routine and requires meticulous planning, strict adherence to
rules and fastidious execution. Nothing is left to chance and there
is no scope for error, complacency or negligence. There is no reason to doubt that all laid down procedures would have been followed in the planning, preparation and conduct of the mission. It
is, therefore, inconceivable that the existence of the abandoned
building in the proximity of the taxi track would have gone unnoticed. It would be reasonable to assume that the taxi route would
have been planned with adequate safety margins. For some unknown reason, the pilot is believed to have declined guidance by a
‘Follow Me’ vehicle provided by the airport management to guide
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the aircraft to the parking slot while operating on a tarmac devoid of markings
in an unfamiliar airfield.
That such an accident should take
place despite the plethora of rules and
all possible precautions should be a
matter of serious concern for the IAF
and acute embarrassment for its leadership. The IAF has often been under fire
by the Comptroller and Auditor General
of India for inordinately high accident
rate. It will indeed be difficult for the air
force to explain what would now appear to be frequent and disconcerting
lack of professionalism. With information available in the public domain, citizens of India would be left wondering
whether the national leadership is safe
in the hands of the IAF.
In focus is the larger question of the
implications of human error on the safety
of VIP flights. Statistically, 45 per cent of
flying accidents are generally attributable
to human error. However, in VIP related
operations, stress levels are higher and,
occasionally, the aircrew are vulnerable
to unwarranted pressures. There is also
urgent need to find solutions to the ongoing conflict between civilian ATC and
operations by IAF aircraft that often lead
to unseemly confrontation. Synergy between civil and military aviation is inadequate and in the ongoing turf war, there
is notable inclination to disregard reality
and readily shift blame to the other party. Vis-à-vis the military,
civil aviation has the advantage of easier access to the media that
helps influence public opinion in their favour. In the process, truth
is often a casualty and the problem continues to lie dormant only
to resurface subsequently in a more virulent form.
Hopefully, the Court of Inquiry ordered by the IAF will establish the precise cause of the silly mishap and, in accordance with
the practice, make recommendations to prevent recurrence.
However, what is clear at the outset is that inadequacy of regulatory provisions is certainly not the cause of the accident or even
a contributory factor. Even though the IAF is justifiably proud of
its professionals, it must scrupulously avoid soft-pedaling the issue when there is clear evidence of negligence to arrest the slide
in confidence levels. In any case, the golden rule is that if a moving aircraft collides with a stationary object on the ground, the
pilot-in-command cannot be absolved of full responsibility for
the accident. There is an incontrovertible need for introspection
on the part of the IAF. SP
— Air Marshal (Retd) B.K. Pandey
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The mishap
involving a Mi-8
helicopter with
the President of
India on board
should be a matter
of serious concern for
the IAF and acute
embarrassment for
its leadership
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